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Important Fall Dates

Tuesday, 9/25
Welcome Back Event / Meet & Greet (Parents & Students)
5:30 pm - 8:00 pm (dinner included)
Friday, 9/21– Sunday, 9/23
8th - 12th Grade Leadership Retreat, at Camp Eisner
Tuesday, 9/29
LEFTY Kidnap
Tuesday, 10/2
1st Night of Tichon Isaiah

Tuesday, 10/9
10th Grade Info & RAC trip Session
8:00 pm - 8:45 pm
Tuesday, 10/30
8th and 9th Grade NYC Trip Information Session
8:00-8:45pm
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Welcome!
Dear 8th -12th Grade Families,
Temple Isaiah is fortunate enough to have one of the most active youth communities in the Greater Boston Area.
Within our community, we aspire to create a home for “young people [who] will be empowered as Jews on a
personal level, as members of the Jewish community and as citizens of the world.” We hope to teach our teens that
Judaism can be a part of their everyday lives and that Judaism is a living, breathing religion that relates to
everything they do as teens and everything they will do as adults. We make every effort to teach our teens how
important it is for them to be proud Jews who value, honor and respect themselves, each other, their community,
and beyond. With that said, we know that we cannot do any of this without you, so thank you for being a part of
our community and for helping us keep our Jewish tradition alive!

THE MAIN COMPONENTS OF TEMPLE ISAIAH’S YOUTH COMMUNITY INCLUDE:

In this email, you will find everything you need to know about all of these programs and more! Please and
contact me if you have questions. You can reach me at the synagogue at (781) 862-7160 or via e-mail at
amcgee@templeisaiah.net . We also encourage you to join our Facebook groups to stay current on Temple
and teen programs/events.

 The Temple page is Temple Isaiah - Lexington, MA.
 The teen group is LEFTY 5779*.

*The group pages are private and administered by Alicia McGee & Jennie Goldfarb

We look forward to another great year with all of you! Once again, please do not hesitate to contact me if
you have any questions or concerns regarding any of Temple Isaiah’s teen programs.
L’Shalom,
Alicia McGee, LCSW
Director of Tichon Isaiah
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Tichon Isaiah Overview
Temple Isaiah’s High School program, Tichon Isaiah, meets on Tuesday evenings and is open to all of
our 8th—12th grade students. Within Tichon Isaiah, we make every effort to offer our teens an
academic experience that will deepen their Judaic knowledge, and nurture their Jewish identity. All
students attend HaNefesh “The Soul” classes during the first hour which are grade based. During the
second hour all students choose their Limmud “Learning” electives. Each grade will participate in
TELEM: Service Learning one time throughout the year. Our 10 th graders partake in our special
Confirmation program throughout the 2nd and 3rd trimester. In addition we also offer multiple
informal learning and travel experiences to our students.

Tichon Isaiah at a Glance
1st Trimester

2nd Trimester

3rd Trimester

10/2/18 - 11/27/18

12/4/18 - 2/12/19

2/26/19 - 5/14/18
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HaNefesh Class: Jewish Life Cycle
Limmud (Learning) Classes

HaNefesh Class: Immigration
Limmud (Learning) Classes

HaNefesh Class: Sacred Choices
Limmud (Learning) Classes

9

HaNefesh Class: Theology
Limmud (Learning) Classes

HaNefesh Class: Israel
Limmud (Learning) Classes

HaNefesh Class: Israel
Limmud (Learning) Classes

10

HaNefesh Class: Comparative
Judaism & Religion
Limmud (Learning) Classes

11

HaNefesh Class: Facing History
Limmud (Learning) Classes

HaNefesh Class: Jewish Values &
Virtues

HaNefesh Class: Jewish Heroes
Limmud (Learning) Classes

12

HaNefesh Class: Packing for the
Future
Limmud (Learning) Classes

HaNefesh Class: Packing for the
Future and Beyond
Limmud (Learning) Classes

HaNefesh Class: Reflection and
Introspection
Limmud (Learning) Classes

Gr

HaNefesh Class: Theology,
Confirmation & Social Justice
RAC Trip, Washington, DC
(January 25-28, 2018)

HaNefesh Class: Confirmation &
Social Justice

A Typical Evening at Tichon Isaiah
5:30-6:00 Community Teen Dinner in the Social Hall
6:00-7:00 Grade-Specific Learning: HaNefesh (The Soul) Classes
7:00-8:00 Grades 8-12 Choose Their Electives: Limmud (Learning)
* 2nd and 3rd trimester 10th graders focus on Confirmation learning and preparation
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Administrative Information
Attendance and Early Dismissal
•
•

•
•
•

Students must be present for at least 75% of their classes per semester.
If a student misses three or more class sessions, they may be required to complete a make-up
assignment that is due back to the teacher by the end of the trimester.
In order to participate in any of the travel experiences, students must attend Tichon Isaiah at
least 75% of the time, or they must complete a make-up project.
If you know that your teen is going to be absent for an extended period of time, please contact
Alicia McGee at 781-862-7160 or amcgee@templeisaiah.net.
If your teen is going to be leaving school early, it is vital that we be notified in writing. Your
cooperation is greatly appreciated. Students will not be allowed to leave the building without
verbal or written consent from a parent/guardian.

Registration Policy
All students must be registered for Temple Isaiah Religious School in order to register for classes.
Tichon Isaiah students have a four-week “grace period” during which they may withdraw from
school without incurring any financial obligation for the rest of the year. Since Tichon Isaiah starts on
September 26, 2017, parents will have until November 13, 2018, to withdraw without financial
penalty. If students withdraw after that date, parents will be responsible for the full year of school
fees except in cases of serious illness or relocation (our normal withdrawal policy).

In order for this policy to be effective, you must inform the school office on or before November 13,
2017, if you plan to withdraw your child(ren) from Tichon Isaiah. While we certainly encourage our
students to remain in the program, we hope this policy will make it easier for families to register their
Tichon Isaiah students for school.

Nut Policy
Some of our students are allergic to nuts and nut products. We therefore ask all parents and
students not to bring in foods that contain tree nuts, peanuts or products derived from them. This
applies to food for individual consumption as well as to food that is to be shared. Tichon Isaiah
makes every effort to ensure that the dinners are nut free. On occasion, there may be dinners that
may contain nuts and on these nights we will try to alert parents and students in advance.
Please note: The Temple is NOT a nut-free building. There are Temple events, including events in the
classrooms (outside of school hours), to which congregants or caterers bring in food that may include nuts.
We try hard to eliminate nuts and nut products from the school environment, but we cannot guarantee a nutfree environment. We therefore urge parents and children to be vigilant.

Cell Phones
Cell phone use is prohibited during class time. Teachers will take cell phones away if students are
using them during class. If a student needs to make a phone call, s/he can use one of the Temple’s
phones.
Parents: Please communicate this message to your children, and please do NOT text or call your
children while they are in class. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
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HaNefesh “The Soul” Classes
HaNefesh classes will take place 6:00 pm – 7:00 pm on Tuesday evenings
Each semester, students will participate in grade-based HaNefesh (The Soul) classes. Our goal is to create a Jewish
learning environment in which our students can build upon their resiliency skills, create a stronger community, and come
together to deal with the trials and tribulations of the adolescent years. Here are a few samples of what the classes cover

8th Grade HaNefesh: 3rd trimester - Sacred Choices
The Sacred Choices middle school curriculum encourages students to recognize that Jewish values are central to dealing
with relationships. This curriculum: provides teens with a foundation on which they can make informed, responsible
decisions about their health and behavior, including their sexuality; equips them with age-appropriate tools to help steer
through friendships and relationships; and offers Jewish answers to many of their questions about sexual behavior, avoiding
the temptation to speak generally about values without grappling with the hard issues. We hope that this URJ curriculum
will offer our students a safe and educational opportunity to learn about themselves, the importance of making sacred
and responsible choices, and the Jewish perspective on adolescent relationships and sexual ethics. For more information
about this curriculum, go to www.urj.org/youth/sacredchoices.

9th Grade HaNefesh Class: 1st trimester - Theology
Did you know that in the Torah there are over 30 names for God? Since the earliest days of our religion, Jews have been
struggling to understand and relate to God. Asking questions such as: Can we ever really know God? Does one have to
believe in God to be Jewish? Do our prayers make a difference? If God is all good, then why is there evil in the
world? These are the questions that Jewish thinkers have been contemplating for centuries. Now it is our turn to wrestle
with theology. In this class, students will explore many of the teachings from Jewish tradition about God and search out
their own beliefs and understandings about the existence and impact of God in our world.

9th Grade HaNefesh Class: 2nd trimester - Understanding Israel
A fundamental aspect of a healthy Jewish identity is a relationship to Eretz Yisrael (the land of Israel) and optimally a love
for Eretz Yisrael. In some cases, the love is conditional upon political and economic policies. In other cases, the relationship
is conditional upon personal memories. The primary goal of this class is to help students develop and maintain a
relationship with Israel. Students will also explore some challenging and at times difficult issues that Israel has faced since its
creation and in modern days. Questions of religion and state; the inherent tensions of being a Jewish yet democratic
society; the conflict with the Palestinians; Israel's relationship with its Arab neighbors, and more will be addressed in this
class.

11th Grade HaNefesh Class: 2nd trimester - Facing History
The Holocaust is a way to search and learn not only what happened, but how these things can about on a human level.
Could this happen again (and indeed, has it)? Is this something that can only be perpetrated by others? Do we have a
personal responsibility in making sure it does not happen again, and if so, how do we do so? This course asks challenges
questions and gives students an opportunity to have an open dialogue about our past and future.

12th Grade HaNefesh Class: 2nd & 3rd trimester - Packing for the Future: Where does Judaism Fit In?
One of the most exciting and anxiety-producing times in a teen’s life is preparing to transition from high school to the next
steps. We tell you, our teenage children - lech l’cha - go off and find yourself! But have we given you the necessary tools
for the trip ahead? Based on this URJ curriculum, this class will delve into the many issues teens face when they are
applying to and leaving for college. Among the topics that will be covered in this seminar: Challenging Questions: Reform
Answers; Israel on Campus; Choosing Smartly; College Choices - Jewish Choices; etc. We will also discuss Jewish responses
to some of the more difficult and sometimes uncomfortable situations often found on the college campus, such as
chemical substance abuse and experimentation, caring for my body and soul and other important matters.
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Limmud “Learning” Classes
Limmud classes will take place 7:00pm–8:00pm on Tuesday evenings
Each semester, students will participate in Limmud classes based on their own interests and passions. It is an opportunity to
have in depth conversations about numerous topics as well as explore new ideas and concepts. Below are some
examples of our offerings.

THE ART OF THE MYSTICAL TREE
Get hands on and creative while unleashing your spiritual imagination as we learn about the Kabbalistic Mystical Tree,
called the Sfirot. The Sfirot are the ten emanations of God that we can learn to embody in ourselves. Through deep
reflection we will discuss one Sfirah (emanation) each week and then create unique art through a project to help us
understand the essence of that emanation. We will be creating art in all different mediums including collage, drawing,
painting, and natural materials. If you want to learn some Kabbalah and get your hands messy and colorful, sign up for
"The Art of the Mystical Tree."

JEWISH MEDITATION
This elective class is designed to assist students gain a deeper awareness as they relate to their inner and outer identities.
Not only does meditation energize the sleep-deprived, but it also helps with concentration and strengthens the structure
of the brain. Students will learn mediation techniques to quiet their mind, attune and focus their energies, and direct thei r
will power.

BLESS THIS EARTH
Explore unique earth-related blessings through multi-sensory and experiential programming. Each week we will go into
depth into one blessing that was written by the Rabbis long ago. We will discuss the importance of this blessing and then
we will use the blessing as a guideline to understand our relationship to this earth and our place in it. This elective will
connect Judaism to nature and sustainability with programming ranging from art projects, creating natural food and body
products, and meditation. If you want to learn to how live in right relationship with this earth, learn to care for your body,
others and the plants and learn to live in constant gratitude, sign up for "Bless This Earth!"

MODERN CONVERSATIONAL HEBREW
Learn to speak useful works and essential phrases in Hebrew. This words will help when you visit Israel and when you meet
new Israeli friends. The class focuses on basics of conversational Hebrew and give you a place to practice your Hebrew
skills.

"WHAT DO YOU SAY, BOSS? WE'RE IN A KOSHER PICKLE!"

Every leader has to make tough decisions and when the issue of religion enters the picture, those choices become much
harder. As future politicians, superintendents, business executives, and chefs, Temple Isiah students will soon be called
upon to figure out difficult dilemmas colored by faith and creed . This class will be both informative and interactive as
students learn about some of the core beliefs, mis-perceptions, and guidelines surrounding significant religious faiths and
then use that knowledge to solve complex, real-life challenges that require a bit of religious literacy and diplomacy. Join
us to expand your understanding of Islam, Christianity, Hinduism etc....and to prepare for that future press conference
carried live where you explain your decisions....

DISCOVERING YOUR JEWISH VOICE IN WORDS
Learn how to craft personal essays with award-winning author, essayist and journalist, Linda K. Wertheimer, a Temple Isaiah
member. You’ll do in-class writing exercises and work on essays that connect your life to a Jewish prayer. At the end of the
quarter, you and your classmates will each get to publicly read one of your essays in a literary salon.

THE JOY OF JEWISH COOKING
Each week at Shabbat and through the year of cycles, simchas (celebrations) and holidays, Jewish food does more than
just fill out bellies. . . It feeds our souls. With Jewish food we taste our culture, our history, family, and emerging identity
and further define L’Dor V’Dor (connection among generations)! Put your heart and hands to work learning how to
prepare historic and traditional foods form the Jewish kitchen.
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TELEM: Service Learning
Jewish Youth: Making a Difference Together
Each student will have an opportunity to participate in
TELEM: Service Learning throughout the year!!!
TELEM students will work with our partner organization, the Minuteman Arc, to help serve the
needs of adults with developmental disabilities. The class includes training in working with
these adults, followed by weekly visits to the residents of the Minuteman Arc homes in
Concord, where students will build friendships and create memories through conversation
and fun activities. TELEM offers the opportunity for students to develop their leadership skills
and ability to connect with people from all walks of life. Former TELEM students have been
inspired to pursue careers in nursing, occupational therapy, and social work and have
noted TELEM to be a life-changing experience for them.
*TELEM is a program in partnership with the Jewish Community Relations Council (JCRC) of Greater
Boston and the Minuteman Arc of Concord, MA. The TELEM Seminar creates an environment that
enables the next generation of Jewish leaders, civic activists and advocates to create change
through community-based social action and Judaism. Students can receive community service
credit for this class.
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Grade 10

The Confirmation Program
At Temple Isaiah, the 10th grade year is filled with exciting experiences and milestone
events. The tenth graders spend their year learning with our Rabbis on Tuesday nights, in
addition to participating in many life-changing programs. The main components of the 10th
grade experience include: community building, learning with the Rabbis, our annual trip to
the Religious Action Center (RAC) in Washington, DC, the Confirmation experience, and the
summer in Israel! All of these experiences serve as benchmarks for continued growth and
development of Jewish identity and values, as well as allowing our 10th graders to openly
confirm their commitment to living Jewish lives.

Core Curriculum
COMPARATIVE JUDAISM, COMPARATIVE RELIGION (1ST TRIMESTER)
Teacher: Rabbi Howard Jaffe
Our personal perspectives on religion almost always reflect the experience we have had with our
own particular religious group. Few of us know much about or even think about how others
approach their religious identity, and their understanding of God and their place in the world. We
will explore not only other streams of Judaism, but other religions and faiths, primarily by interacting
with representatives of those communities (including Orthodox, Conservative, and Reconstructionist
Judaism, liberal Protestantism, evangelical Protestantism, Catholicism, Hinduism, and Islam). An
open, yet critical mind and willingness to engage and explore with others required!

SEEKING GOD: JEWISH THEOLOGY TODAY (2ND TRIMESTER)
Teacher: Rabbi Jill Perlman
Did you know that in the Torah there are over 30 names for God? Since the earliest days of our
religion, Jews have been struggling to understand and relate to God. Asking questions such as: Can
we ever really know God? Does one have to believe in God to be Jewish? Do our prayers make a
difference? If God is all good, then why is there evil in the world? These are the questions that
Jewish thinkers have been contemplating for centuries. Now it is our turn to wrestle with theology. In
this class, students will explore many of the teachings from Jewish tradition about God and search
out their own beliefs and understandings about the existence and impact of God in our world.

JUSTICE, JUSTICE, YOU SHALL PURSUE (3RD TRIMESTER)
Teachers: Rabbi Jill Perlman, Sandy Whitecross, and Cantor Lisa Doob
In this class, while students grapple with Judaism’s ancient texts and confront society’s
contemporary dilemmas they will also prepare for their Confirmation experience. Through
discussion and practice, individually and as a class, students will spend the semester engaged in
God’s work of social justice, and hopefully come to understand it as such. A highlight of this class is
the annual 10th grade trip to Washington, DC on the L’taken Social Justice Seminar with the
Religious Action Center (RAC). Ultimately, students will create and lead the Erev Shavuot service
and study for our entire Temple community. Erev Shavuot is on May 19, 2018 and the entire
community is encouraged and welcome to attend.
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Grade 10

The Confirmation Program
Parents & Students:
Please join us for a meeting about Confirmation &
The RAC Trip on October 9 at 8:00 pm
CONFIRMATION: MAY 28, 2018
Early Reform rabbis created the ceremony of Confirmation to provide young people an
opportunity to "confirm" their faith as Jews and to assume a rightful role in the Jewish
community. Just as the Jewish people at Sinai spoke their acceptance of Judaism, so our
children are called upon to come before their God, their families, and their congregation
to say: "Based upon what I understand Judaism to be and upon what it means to me, I am
willing to take my place today among the countless generations that have gone before
me. I am willing to declare my acceptance, my confirmation of my Judaism."
Temple Isaiah’s Confirmation students will confirm their commitment to Judaism by
creating and leading the Erev Shavuot service and study for our entire Temple community.
Erev Shavuot is May 28, 2018 and the entire community is encouraged and welcome to
attend. More information to follow.

10TH GRADE CLASS TRIP: JANUARY 25-28, 2018
RAC L’TAKEN SEMINAR IN WASHINGTON, DC
The RAC L'Taken Social Justice Seminar is an intensive four-day study kallah in Washington,
DC, focusing on Jewish values and social justice. (L’taken olam b’malchut Shaddai means
to repair the world under the realm of the Eternal.) Every year, more 1,500 Jewish teens
from across the country participate in this exciting event. This unique opportunity enables
students to hear from experts both inside and outside of the Jewish community. The
seminar includes an opportunity for students to lobby on Capitol Hill, tour the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Museum, participate in Havdallah services at one of the memorials, and visit
Georgetown. Pre-Trip Meetings Parents AND students: October 19, 2017 and January 15,
2018
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Grade 8–12

SUNDAY Monthly Program
Rosh Hodesh

Shevat Achim

Powered by Moving Traditions

Powered by Moving Traditions

Rosh Hodesh (New Month): It's a Girl Thing! is a valuesbased and experiential Jewish program for girls that
strengthens self-esteem and Jewish identity. Rosh
Hodesh meets girls where they are and draws on Jewish
teachings and traditions to keep girls healthy and
whole—despite the aspects of popular culture that
encourage risky behaviors.

Achim (Brotherhood) is a program for boys aimed at
helping them to navigate the issues of masculinity in
their lives and giving them Jewish guidance, both
spiritual and ethical, regarding what it means to be a
mensch. The program will offer boys enjoyable
activities while creating a safe space and enable boys
to engage in meaningful discussion.

ROSH HODESH GROUPS

SHEVAT ACHIM GROUPS

Temple Isaiah will be offering Rosh Hodesh for all
8th - 12th grade girls on Sunday afternoons. We
will meet on once a month on Sunday at the
Temple 1:30 - 3:30 pm. These monthly sessions, will
offer a supportive environment where girls can
explore the social and cultural issues they
encounter—and derive their own
authentic Jewish values in response
to the challenges they face—while

Temple Isaiah will be offering Achim groups for all
8th - 12th grade boys on Sunday afternoons. We
will meet on once a month on Sunday at the
Temple 1:30 - 3:30 pm. These monthly sessions, will
offer a supportive environment where boys can
explore the social and cultural issues they
encounter—and derive their own authentic
Jewish values in response to the
challenges they face—while

Neshama (Soul)
Neshama (Soul): is a values-based and experiential Jewish program for teenagers that strengthens self-esteem and Jewish
identity. Neshama meets teenagers where they are and draws on Jewish teachings and traditions to keep teenagers
healthy and whole—despite the aspects of popular culture that encourage risky behaviors. This group is a gender-neutral
group.

NESHAMA GROUPS
Temple Isaiah will be offering Neshama for 8th - 12th graders on Sunday afternoons. We will meet on once a
month on Sunday at the Temple 1:30 - 3:30 pm. These monthly sessions, will offer a supportive environment
where teens can explore the social and cultural issues they encounter—and derive their own authentic Jewish
values in response to the challenges they face—while having fun.

Sundays: 9/16, 10/21, 12/9, 1/6, 2/3, 3/10, 3/31, 5/19 & 6/16

*All sessions with be on Sundays, 1:30 pm—3:30 pm (the older Rosh Hodesh group will meet from 5:30pm-7:30pm)

Sign Up & Questions
All Tichon Isaiah students must enroll in a group to participate. If you have any questions about sign up for a
group, please contact Alicia McGee at amcgee@templeisaiah.net.

More Info
Rosh Hodesh & Achim are programs of Moving Traditions. Moving Traditions inspires women and men, boys and
girls to engage more deeply with Judaism. We use gender as our framework because it shapes the way culture
defines who we are and can become. For more information on Moving Traditions, go to
www.movingtraditions.org.
Another Opportunity
Moving Traditions is excited to be offering a new national online group for trans, nonbinary, gender fluid and
gender questioning Jewish teens in partnership with Keshet. The group will meet once per month for
approximately two hours via video conference. To learn more to www.movingtraditions.org/programs/trans-nb/
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Youth Group: LEFTY
LEFTY is Temple Isaiah’s high school youth group, serving teens in grades 8 - 12, although
please note that NFTY events are only for 9th - 12th graders. LEFTY strives to make the
teachings of Judaism a functioning part of the social outlook of all its members, as well as
to promote an understanding and practice of the values and traditions of Judaism. LEFTY’s
main goal is to provide a venue for Jewish youth to meet, develop friendships, and learn in
a Jewish setting.
LEFTY is one of the largest and most active youth groups in NFTY-NE, the Northeast Region
of the North American Federation of Temple Youth. For more info on NFTY, go to
www.nfty.org.

Below is sampling of our local events, in addition to some of the incredible regional events.
•
•

•
•
•
•

Fall Welcome Back Event
Kidnap
High Holiday Food Drive
Shabbat Together
LEFTY Shul-In
MAZON Dinner

•
•

•
•

Creative Service
Purim Carnival
Grade Events
Regional Events: Dances,
Conclavettes, Institutes,
Winter Wonderland, Shulins…

It is extremely difficult to put down on paper the vibrant spirit of LEFTY. At Temple Isaiah, we

are fortunate to have a youth group in which all members are fully welcome and feel they
can play an important role. LEFTY strives to reach out to all teens in the Temple Isaiah and
greater community, and our members are an enthusiastic, caring, friendly, and welcoming
group.
LEFTY members also have a special space within the Temple building to hang out with
friends, do homework, plan future LEFTY events or even take a nap! THE LEFTY LOUNGE is
open to all Temple Isaiah teens. (You do not have to be a LEFTY member to hang out in the
LEFTY Lounge.) The Lounge is located on the 2nd floor, across from room 26, and is a safe
space for Temple teens to come after school ANY day of the week.
LEFTY is entirely teen-run under the guidance of our LEFTY Advisor, Jennie Goldfarb

Questions about LEFTY?
Contact LEFTY’s President, Carey Tassel at careytassel@gmail.com or LEFTY’s Advisor, Jennie Goldfarb at jgoldfarb@templeisaiah.net or 781-862-7160.

To Sign Up for LEFTY, go to: http://tinyurl.com/ti-teen5778
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Madrichim Program
(Teen Teaching Aides)

According to Abraham Joshua Heschel, “What we need more than anything
else is not more text books but text people. It is the personality of the teacher
that the pupils read; the text they will never forget.” Our Madrichim are
incredible text people for our young students. As student teachers, our teens
are challenged to become role models, while also developing their teaching
and leadership skills.

Students in grades 8 - 12 are encouraged to participate in Temple
Isaiah’s Madrichim Program. The Madrichim Program includes an
informational application process, teen-training sessions, monthly
mentoring check-ins, and a certificate for successful completion of
the program. Each year, Temple Isaiah’s need for committed and
enthusiastic teens increases.
Questions About Madrichim Program?
Contact Rebecca M. Winters, Madrichim Coordinator, at
inclusion@templeisaiah.net

To Sign Up for the Madrichim Program,
go to: www.tinyurl.com/ti-teen5778
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What are people saying about Temple
Isaiah’s Teen Community?
We asked the Tichon Isaiah students to tell us what Temple Isaiah’s Youth Community means to them. Here is what they had to say:

“[Tichon Isaiah] far exceeded my expectations.”
“Great classes & teachers!!”
“[Tichon Isaiah] is loving, enlightening and fun.”

“I looked forward to coming each week.”
“The [LEFTY and Tichon Isaiah] community itself has a way of reducing stress [for those who participate].”

“I've loved my time here and I hope that it continues to be safe space
for the younger generations!”
“LEFTY is phenomenal and I am so lucky to be a part of it.”

“I loved the Leadership Retreat in the fall! It was super fun!!”
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